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People living with a RD in EU-LAC

650 million habs

~ 40 million with a RD

750 million habs

~ 45 million with a RD



The “diagnostic odyssey”

Canada and EU
-25% patients reach a diagnosis after 5-30 
years
-60% see between 2 and 20 health
professionals in the process
Dharssi et al Orphanet J 2017

Chile- survey to FECHER members 2020
85% patients reached a diagnosis after >1 year
50% > 4 years
FECHER 2020

“Diagnostic limbo is a difficult state for anyone to be in”
Stone J. Pract Neurol 2017



Genome and exome sequencing

in rare disorders

U$700

Price of whole genome sequencing (WGS)
(not the reality in the majority of LAC countries)

(excludes bioinformatics analysis and interpretation)

Exome sequencing (ES): 
protein coding portion (1-2% of
the genome)
Estimated to harbor 80% of
monogenic disease-causing
variation



WES in research and discovery

Approx 5000 genes involved in RD 
Approx 2000 RDs without known etiology

Boycott K et al AJHG 2017

Human Genome Project



WES in the clinical

setting for RD



CLINICAL RESEARCH IN CHILDREN



Clinical research involving children is essential 
to increase our understanding of childhood 

conditions and improve healthcare for children

Most genomic testing for rare diseases is being
carried out in children



Research in children

• Promoting well-
conducted research in 
childhood conditions

• Consider benefits to
children, their role in 
decision making and 
proper protection of
participants

https://www.nuffieldbioethics.org/publications/children-and-clinical-
research (2015)

https://www.nuffieldbioethics.org/publications/children-and-clinical-research


What is unique about children´s

involvement in research?

1. (Evolving) developmental stages
Stage 1: unable to contribute own views

Stage 2: can form views and express opinions, but cannot
make independent decisions-Appropiate information
process

Stage 3: has intelectual capacity and maturity to make
own decisions, but are still considered minor in her/his
domestic legal systems- Assent process



What is unique about children´s

involvement in research?

2. Role of parents in making decisions on their
behalf

-considering the child´s best interest

-respecting their individuality

-recognizing their evolving developmental capacities

-taking into consideration children´s both immediate
and long term welfare



GENOMIC TESTING IN CHILDREN-
POINTS TO CONSIDER



Why seek a genetic diagnosis?

Benefits

Ending the diagnostic odyssey

Guiding therapeutic decision making, 
including paliative therapies

Informing about natural history and 
prognosis

Providing counselling for patients and and
families

Reproductive decision making

Connecting with support groups

Participate in research and clinical trials

Discovery of novel disease gene and 
variants

Limitations

Can be expensive

Limited coverage in health systems in LAC

May not change management or
prognosis

May lead to additional testing and 
interventions, with unclear outcomes and 
costs

Can lead to discrimination, stigma and 
anxiety

Results may be difficult to interpret, 
since reference genomic information is
scarce for LAC populations

May generate incidental findings-health
related

Can generate unsolicited information
about family relationships



Distinction (or not) between clinical

care and clinical research

Clinical Care

• Aimed at promoting the
well being of an individual, 
patient, in the present

• Standard of care + tailored
decisions + clinical
judgement + patient
preferences

• Moral duties of
patient/clinician
relationship

• Consent process

Clinical Research

• Aimed at producing
knowledge that can 
improve care for future
patients and society

• Intervention based on study
design

• IRB review and informed
consent process

Many issues in common
“Blurred lines”. Diagnostic and/or therapeutic misconceptions



Evolving landscape in return of

results to research participants

Before
• “This is a research protocol, so results are not

returned to participants”

Later
• “Thanks for participating, we will give you a 

summary of results”

Now
• “If you agree, we will returnYOUR results to

you, with confirmation in a clinical laboratory”



Findings of uncertain

significance in WGS/ES

“The DNA Dilemma” 
Time. Dec 2012



Sirugo et al Cell 2019

10% world 
population

1. Lack of genomic reference

information from LAC populations

Genetic variants

Benign Uncertain Pathogenic

Classification based on
-population frequency
-known association with disease
-segregation in family
-predicted or known functional effect



2. Unsolicited or “incidental” findings

-Adult-onset disorders

with implications for the child and family

-Carrier status for recessive disorders with
reproductive implications

(Note: This situation is not unique to genetics
and genomics)



Unsolicited /incidental findings

in WES/WGS

Kalia et al Genet Med 2017

Variants in 59 genes associated with
highly penetrant, “actionable” 
phenotypes

-Hereditary cancers
-Dilated and hyperthrophic
cardiomyopathies
-Aortic dilatation syndromes
-Arrhthymias leading to sudden cardiac
death
-Late-onset inborn errors of metabolism
-Susceptibility to malignant
hyperthermia

Option for participants to opt out

Van el et al EJHG 2013

Prefer targeted/hypothesis driven
approaches (sequencing and/or
analysis) in the clinical setting

Develop protocols for guidance of
return of unsolicited results. 

If findings are indicative of serious, 
preventable health problems, 
reporting should be made by health
care professional



Unsolicited /incidental findings

in WES/WGS in children

Kalia et al Genet Med 2017

Recommend that, unless there is an
appropiate intervention IN CHILDHOOD, 
parents/adolescents should be 
encouraged to defer
predictive/predispositional testing until
adulthood

Need more research into psychosocial
impact in children of
predictive/predispositional testing

Van el et al EJHG 2013

“Guidelines need to be established 
as to what unsolicited information 
should be disclosed in order to
balance the autonomy and interests 
of the child and the parental
rights and needs (not) to receive 
information that may be in the
interest of their (future) family”

More education of health care providers and researchers needed
No explicit guidelines in LAC countries



3a. Unsolicited findings

of unreported biological

relationships

• Trio WGS or WES can easily identify non-
paternity or adoption

• SNP array can identify areas of excessive
absence of heterozygosity, an indicator of
consanguinity and raise suspicions of
abuse/incest



3b. Unsolicited findings

of unreported biological

relationships

Disclosure?

Pertinent in the clinical setting (identification of
a recessive disorder,  estimation of recurrence
risks)

Local duty for clinicians to report suspected
abuse of minors or adults:  involvement of social 
services, ethics committees, legal advisors…

Duty for researchers?



RECOMMENDATIONS AND 
CONCLUSIONS



In summary

Adequately conceived and conducted clinical research in 
children is crucial to improve their health and wellbeing

Genomic testing has provided previously unseen improvements
in diagnosis and discovery for children rare diseases

Balance of benefits vs risk must be carefully weighed by
clinicians, researchers, participants and their families

Shared decisions: Need to proactively involve children in the
decision-making process as well as in the design of projects

Need for additional training and appropiate guidelines



Further recommendations for

researchers and REC

• Consider including children in your research, if pertinent
and safe

• Use of information that is easy to understand for
participants

• Encourage participation through the assent process

• Research ethics committees (REC) should include
experts in childhood (psychology, health, etc) when
reviewing projects that involve children

• REC and researchers can promote participation through
YOUNG PERSONS´ ADVISORY GROUPS
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